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Eric Lin graduated with a Master degree of Information Management from the National Sun 
Yat-Sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan. He has rich practical experience in information 
technology industry for more than 24 years, specializes in E-Learning and Knowledge 
Management Solution. He also worked for well-know institution, Institute for Information 
Industry (III) for more than 10 years.He is currently a CEO of HAMASTAR Technology 
Company in Taiwan. At the same time, he is also an E-learning and KM consultant of Small and 
Medium Enterprise Administration, Ministry of Economic Affairs and the consultant of 
Ministry Education National Science Council Industrial Development Bureau, etc. 

HAMASTAR Technology was founded through investment by several international software companies (including 
Acer and Corel) and Venture-capital companies (including Sun Yat-sen University). Since being founded, 
HAMASTAR Technology has been committed to continuous and significant improvements to our technical services 
and product quality. The main products of our company are SimMAGIC eBook (interactive multimedia eBook 
authoring tool) SimMAGIC Cloud Library (Cloud services system) Knowledge Management Solution, etc. In the 
meanwhile, our products and service has already expand into many countries in the world, such as China Japan and 
Europe. 

HAMASTAR Technology awarded outstanding achievements as follow: 
 Join the European Commission ALICE Project- Adaptive Learning via Intuitive/Interactive, Collaborative and 

Emotional systems, 2011  
 ITA AWARD- Award for Industry Technology Advancement, 2011 
 Outstanding I.T. Application/Products Award, 2011 
 Microsoft Gold Partner, 2010 
 Acquired the Authentication & Verification process of D&B D-U-N-S Registered™ Certificate ,2010 
 CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) Level 2, 2005 

 

Evaluating Learning Effects of Procedure-Oriented Machine Simulation 
With the increasing requirements of modern enterprises on the profits and business competitiveness, the 

implementation and exertion of e-learning means a matter of efficiency. However, the application of e-learning program 
has faced many challenges with the increasing complexity of learning content. For a training program featuring 
procedure-oriented operation, current e-learning models haven’t been well-suited with its inability to provide simulative 
practice and to interact with trainees, and the exception handling experience is hard to accumulate. To solve the training 
problems, we develop a simulation learning tool and link to the KM database. This paper examines the actual process of 
how a company implements the new simulation learning program and investigates into its effects. We choose W as our 
case company and the samples consisted of 1045 employees from two groups. During the ten-month experimental 
period, experiment group adopted simulation learning program and control group adopted traditional learning program. 
Through Kirkpatrick's training evaluation model, assess the users’ reactions and subsequent performance. With the 
auxiliary of the simulation learning tool, we find the experimental group been proved to reduce more than 50% of 
training cost, 63% of learning cost, 62.5% of training time and 46.7% of MO rate. 


